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. May 20, 2014 . Robin Roberts made a rare public appearance with her longtime girlfriend.
Laign on Monday, May 19, stepping out in New York City -- see the photo.. Robin Roberts and
her longtime girlfriend Amber Laign stepped out . Apr 29, 2014 . Robin Roberts came out as
gay in December in a public thank-you note to her. Robin Roberts shares first photo of girlfriend
Amber Laign.Dec 10, 2014 . The National ENQUIRER is reporting that the Good Morning
America co-host plans to marry her longtime girlfriend Amber Laign, 40, over the . Apr 29, 2014 .
Robin Roberts opens up and shares a photo of girlfriend Amber Laign.May 21, 2014 . Amber
Laign (left) and Robin Roberts. The 53-year-old anchor also shared a picture on Twitter of
herself and Laign, 39, posing with students.May 19, 2014 . All for a good cause: Robin Roberts
and long-term girlfriend Amber to be with courageous students,' she wrote in response to a
photo she . Nov 11, 2014 . Robin Roberts gets support from girlfriend Amber at Glamour's. ..
Godzilla looks meaner than ever in leaked pictures from forthcoming film . Dec 30, 2013 . .
Amber Laign? Find out all you need to know about Robin Roberts' longtime girlfriend.. "We
love Robin and Amber, who we have all known for a long time," the release read. "We were so.
Photo: WeHeartIt. blonde at the . Apr 14, 2014 . Robin Roberts recently opened up about some
of the reactions she got when and subsequently talked about her longtime girlfriend Amber on
air. Roberts also shared a photo of the two of them with family members at her .
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